
 

 

 

Kids Educational Tours 
There are countless things to do in Kuala Lumpur with kids! Whether you are new in the city, staying in 
town for the holidays or just looking for something different to do on the weekend or school holidays 
Petrosains - This is science as it was meant to be; no textbooks, no classroom, just pure, unbridled hands- 
on exploration. Plan your visit now and step into a world of awe-inspiring sights, sounds, scents, sensations 
and surprises, brought to life through exciting Science and Technology-themed exhibits and installations. 
Aquaria KLCC is a state-of-the-art aquarium located in the heart of the city, beneath the Kuala Lumpur 
Convention Centre and a stone’s throw from the iconic Twin Towers. An amazing showcase of 5,000 land 
bound and aquatic creature exhibits spread over a sprawling 60,000 sq ft square. 
KL Bird Park - Visitors will have an exciting experience of watching colourful and melodic birds perching 
and winging about freely while relaxing in a natural and beautifully landscaped surrounding. KL Bird Park is 
also wheelchair-friendly and is reputed to be the largest free-flight walk-in aviary in the world. 
Botanical Garden - You can find a forest tree collection, Plumeria tree collection, fernarium, Zingiberales 
collection, Heliconia Garden, a collection of unusual plants, a topiary, rare fruit tree collection, a sunken 
garden and an herb garden. There is also a beautiful waterfall, fish ponds, conservatory, Cycad Island, a 
deer park and orchid garden. 
Package Rate: 

 

Departure time: Daily 10.00 am 

Duration: Approximate 08 hours 

Includes : Petrosains, KLCC Aquaria & KL Bird Park entrance 

  

Excludes: Personal expenses 

  

Selling : 02 pax 03 - 04 pax 05 - 06 pax 

Adult RM389 RM349 RM317 

Child (11 yrs below) RM346 RM306 RM274 

 
       (ET-09/07/2019) 
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